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Tigers in the NFL
Former Clemson players excitefans at prefessional level
Matt Filip

Contributor

Recent Clemson grad
denied entry into the
U.S., Clemson responds
Saavon Smalls

Editor-in-Chief
Clemson Ph.D. grad
and data modeler Nazanin
Zinouri has been disallowed
entry into the U.S.
This comes shortly after
an executive order signed by
President Trump. The order
bans citizens of seven Muslim
countries from entering the
U.S. within the next 90 days.
The countries include Iraq,
Syria, Iran, Libya, Somalia,
Sudan and Yemen.
"I
normally
don't
write long posts or any
kind of political or religious
comments ..." Zinouri wrote
in a Facebook post made on
Saturday . afternoon. "But
today I just couldn't hold it in
any Ionger."
On Zinouri's Facebook,
the former Tiger detailed
her story of returning home
to visit her family in Iran on
Jan. 22.
"We were all happy. I was
going to eat lots of delicious
Persian food and make tons of
great memories and go back
to my life in the US."
However, with the news
of President Trump's plans for
immigration reform, Zinouri
had some anxieties.
"On Wednesday, we
started hearing rumors about
new executive orders that will
change immigration rules
for some countries including
Iran. Soon we started reading
drafts like everyone else. I
might be banned from going
back?!?! [sic] No that can't
be true."
Booking a flight to leave
her family early, Zinouri
made it to her flight in Dubai
within the United Arab
Emirates before learning that
she would not be returning to
South Carolina.

''.After wamng in the
line to get my documents
checked and after 40 minutes
of questions and answers,
I boarded the plane to
Washington, only to have
two TSA officers getting in
and ask me to disembark the
plane!!! Yes after almost 7
years of living the the United
States, I got deported!!! [sic],"
Zinouri wrote.
Zinouri's
post
has
received over 169,000 shares
and 153,000 reactions as of
Jan. 29.
Students, faculty and
the Twitterverse alike took to
social media to express their
discontent over Zinouri's
retention.
"The
#MuslimBan
affects people like Nazanin
Zinouri, an award-winning
#Clemson grad. She's trapped
overseas. Her life is in the
U.S.," wrote user EllenMeny
on Twitter.
Twitter
user
TheYumDiary
addressed
South
Carolina
Senator
Lindsey
Graham
for
assistance, writing
"@Li nds eyG rahamS C
#Clemson PhD removed
from her plane home to
#GVL. Valid docs, lived in
SC 7 yrs. HAS A PUPPY.
#NazaninZinouri
@ClemsonUniv."
Just hours later, a
Brooklyn federal judge issued
an emergency stay. This
allows those with green cards
who were in transit or already
within American borders to
remain in the country.
However, in an email
sent to the Greenville News,
Zinouri said that this ruling
would not apply to her.
"Those trapped in the
airports are free now. Bad
news is no airline will board
any Iranian on any plane

heading to the U.S. So there's
still no way for me to return,"
Zinouri wrote.
Since Zinouri's Faceoook
post went global, Clemson
President James Clements
addressed the community
through email regarding
Trump's executive order.
"Our
international
students, faculty and staff
are important members of
our university · community.
We will continue to monitor
this rapidly evolving situation
and keep the university
as
community
updated
more information becomes
available," Clements said.
Clements also advised
those in the Clemson
community on what to do if
they could be affected by the
order.
"For those faculty, staff,
and students who could
potentially be affected by
this Executive Order, we
would advise that you defer
any travel outside of the
U.S. for the time being if at
all possible."
,,
The
response
to
Clements email was mixed.
Twitter user dcgreen97
wrote "@ClemsonPrez You
should run for President of
the US!" while @AndreF91
said
"@ClemsonPrez
your
statement
about
the presidential EO was
inadequate & disappointing.
I hope you would speak up 4
all of our #ClemsonFamily."
Some have decided
to take action, with a
former student planning
to host a round table with
administration Jan. 30 at
2p.m.
At the · time this was
written, Zinouri has not been
allowed entry in the U.S.
More updates will follow
as available.

Last
Sunday,
two
former Tigers suited up
for the NFL conference
championship games. Vic
Beasley, Jr. and Grady
Jarrett lined up as pass
rushers for the Atlanta
Falcons
If the Falcons win
Super Bowl LI, it would
end
cornerback
Byron
Maxwell's stint as the only
current Tiger to earn a Super
Bowl ring.
All
together
there
are currently thirty-three
Clemson alums on current
NFL rosters, with the
Arizona Cardinals and
Buffalo Bills leading the
way at three tigers apiece.
The
Vikings,
Colts,
Hawks, Dolphins, Texans,
Bengals, Jets and Giants
each employ two former
Tigers. Former Clemson
players were present on
four of the six American
Football Conference (AFC)
playoff teams and three
of six National Football
Championship
(NFC)
playoff teams.
Vic Beasley Jr. will be
the only Tiger to reach the
Pro Bowl this year, however
both C. J. Spiller and
DeAndre "Nuk" Hopkins
have in the past. Hopkins
is also the most recent
Tiger to make it onto an

All Pro Team, having been
recognized as a second
team All Pro ;yide receiver
in 2015.
Befitting
"Wide
Clemson
Receiver
U ,"
has put six wide receivers
into the NFL since 2013,
with Artavis Scott and
Mike
Williams
likely
to join this group next
year. Hopkins leads the
Texans
in
receptions,
yards and finished less
than 50 yards away from a
1000-yard season.
Adam
Humphries
emerged
as
a
solid
complementary
option
behind Mike Evans, more
than doubling his yardage
(260 to 622) and receptions
(27 to 55) from his rookie
campaign.
Other notable Clemson
receivers had less successful
years, with injuries limiting
Sammy Watkins to just
eight games and Bryant was
suspended the entirety of
the 2016 regular season.
Tight End Dwayne
Allen had a successful
year as a red zone threat,
catching six touchdowns on
35 receptions.
Less spoken of is the
quality of defensive lineman
Clemson has produced,
with eight defensive ends/
tackles and two linebackers
(Beasley and Kevin Dodd)
who serve primarily as pass
rushers.

Beasley led the league
in sacks by two with 15.5,
while Andre Branch and
Grady Jarrett served as
valuable rotational pieces
for the Dolphins and
Falcons respectively.
Though
both
had
disappointing
rookie
seasons, Shaq Lawson and
Kevin Dodd are expected to
compete for major playing
time with the Bills and
Titans next season.
Clemson has also put
nine secondary players into
the NFL, with five corners
and four safeties.
Up to 10 members
of
the
2016-2017
roster,
including
four
underclassmen, could join
the list of NFL players
before the end of the next
offseason.
Seniors Ben Boulware,
Jordan Leggett, Cordrea
Tankersley,
Carlos
Watkins, Jay Guillermo
and Jadar Johnson are
all
draft
prospects.
Deshaun Watson, Anavis
Scott,
Mike
Williams
and
Wayne
Gallman,
the underclassmen who
declared early, are expected
to hear their names called
as well.
With the influx of
talent into the university,
the number of Clemson
players in the NFL should
be expected to keep rising
in the next few years.

Fo~er Clemson football player Shaq Lawson is one ofseveral fo~er players who has gone
on to the NFL He currently plays for the Buffido Bills as a defensive end.
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The front page ofThe Tiger on Jan. 17, 2013 when President James Clements came to tour
Clemson University. Clemsons began his tenure in the fall of2014.
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Top six things you need to know
National championship
license plates approved by
Senate

Hernandez joins Clemson
as associate director for
Hispanic outreach

Barnes Center grand
opening set for Feb. 18
at 9 p.m.

On Jan. 26, state senators fast-tracked, then passed
a proposal by Sen. Harvey Peeler (R-Cherokee) to allow
the S.C. Department of Motor Vehicles to create and sell
custom license plates in honor of Clemson's 2016 football
national championship.
The bill still needs to pass a final perfunctory vote in
the Senate before the proposal heads to the S.C. House,
where it's expected to pass. If the bill passes, the plates will
cost $70 in addition to regular DMV fees, and profits from
sales will go toward academic scholarships at Clemson. The
No. 1 plate will be reserved for Head Coach Dabo Swinney.

Julio Hernandez has joined the Office of Inclusion and
Equity staff as associate director for Hispanic outreach. He has
18 years of work experience in higher education admissions,
recruiting, financial aid, marketing, public and community
relations, student affairs and business operations. He was also
the former campus director for Greenville Technical College.
"Julio has a passion for building and growing a diverse and
educated community and workforce that serve one another,"
Chief Diversity Officer Lee Gill said in a statement, "We look
forward to the work he will do and success he will have in that
regard for Clemson."

The Barnes Center, a late night programming hub for
Clemson students, will open Feb. 18 at 9 p.m.
The 4,000-square-foot space, named after Clemson
alumnus and benefactor Frank Barnes, was originally built in
1904 as an experimental barn for sheep. Following a donation
from the Barnes family in 2014, the space was renovated.
The facility will be open from 6 p.m. to 1 a.m. Wednesday
through Sunday and will have special late-night activities on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights. It is located at the corner
of Cherry Road and Energy Drive, across the street from the
Hendrix Student Center and the high-rises.

Live World War II era
grenade found in Clemson
yard

Woman wanted by Clemson
Police for stealing,
~. using
credit cards in Upstate

Clemson football's new
operations facility set to
open this week

A live grenade was found on Jan. 25 near a house in
Clemson.
Officials believe the grenade dates back to World
War II. According to a post on the Clemson City Police
Department's Facebook page, the grenade is believed to
have been brought home from the war and passed down in
a local family.
Explosive Ordnance Disposal from another agency
was called in to deactivate the grenade as the Clemson
Police Department does not have a bomb squad. No one
was injured.
Police would not say which street the grenade was
found on, saying they did not want to cause unnecessary
alarm among neighbors.

The Clemson City Police Department is looking for a
19-year-old woman wanted for stealing and using credit cards
in Clemson and other parts of the Upstate.
Vanesa Vasquez, described as 5'4" and 200 pounds, is
wanted on six counts of financial identity fraud,
According to police, Vasquez has family in Anderson but
may be in the Charleston area.
Police say Vasquez's fiance, Sean Dylan Craig, was arrested
in Charleston on other charges. They say Vasquez has claimed
publicly that she is married to Craig and may be using his last
name, but there is no legal record of the marriage.
Anyone with information is asked to call the Clemson City
Police Department at 864-624-2000 or Detective Mike Arflin
at 864-624-2008.

Clemson's new 140,000 square foot football facility
will open to players on Feb. 1.
The main, front area features Clemson's trophies
front and center. The facility also includes a replica of
The Hill with a cast iron Howard's Rock, a game area
with pool tables, ping-pong and video games, as well as a
weight room and training area complete with a nutrition
bar. Probably the most talked about addition, the building
includes a slide that transports players from the top floor to
the bottom floor.
As much as it will be used for fun, it also houses all of
the staff offices. Head Coach Dabo Swinney's suite includes
a 600 square foot office that overlooks the practice facility
and Death Valley.

CITY OF CLEMSON CRIME LOG: JAN. 23 - 28
Jan. 28:

Jan. 28 (cont):

Jan. 26:

Location: 100 Block
Cochran Rd
Time: Around 9 p.m.
Incident: Loud Music/Party

Location: Calhoun St and
College St
Time: Around 5 p.m.
Incident: Loud Music/Party

Location: 100 Block
Anderson Hwy
Time: Around 7 p.m.
Incident: Loud Music/Party

Location: 100 Block
College St
Time: Around 6 p.m.
Incident: Loud Music/Party

Jan. 27:

Jan. 25:

No incidents reported.

Location: Kelly Rd
Time: Around 1 a.m.
Incident: Loud Music/Party

Jan. 25 (cont):
Location: 200 Block
Kelly Rd
Time: Around 1 a.m.
Incident: Drug Narcotic
Offenses - Drug/Narcotic
Violations

Jan. 24:

Jan. 23:

Location: 100 Block
Fabrica St
Time: Around 4 a.m.
Incident: Burglary/Breaking
and Entering

Location: 100 Block
Grace St
Time: Around 12 a.m.
Incident: Loud Music/Party

TIGRA SCIENTIFICA:
•
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Mother lode of intelligence
Margaret Masterson
Contributor

I

I

I
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New psychology research
1s giving people another
reason to thank Mom.
Sorry Dad, but a new study
suggests that children inherit
and foster intelligence from
their mothers.
This new discovery
combines
information
from a paper by Luby and
colleagues
published
in
Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences and
research at University Ulm,
Germany
published
in
Trends in Genetics. The
research
suggests
that
many genes linked to
intelligence are located on
the X-chromosome and that
a maternal relationship can
help foster intellect.
Scholars
at
the
University of Ulm, Germany
uncovered some surprising

results while studying the
genes involved in brain
damage. The researchers
found that many of the genes
related to brain ability were
located on chromosome
X.
The
X-correlation
was
especially
strong
amongst genes related to
cognitive abilities.
Since
the
German
researchers were investigating
brain
damage,
this
discovery helped explain
why intellectual disability
is more commonly found
in males, who only have
It
one
X-chromosome.
also suggests that mothers
contribute directly to their
son's intelligence, since men
get their only X from Mom.
Females, will get an
X-chromosome from both
parents, but they will often
undergo X-inactivation of
the paternal chromosome,
meaning they will "select"

inherit the intelligence
characteristics
from
the
maternal genes only.
However, genes may
not be the only way that
mothers contribute to a
child's
intelligence. The
research by Luby and
colleagues also shows that
a strong maternal bond
can foster a child's learning
abilities. Children with a
closer emotional attachment
to their mothers are more
likely to engage in complex
learning games. This suggests
that a mother's support
encourages confidence and
problem-solving tendencies,
which are both important
cognitive skills.
Even more impressive,
maternal
s~pport
has
been shown to promote
specific gene expression,
neurogenesis, and promotion
of certain brain structures in
developing animals.
to

In humans, a supportive
maternal relationship predicts
a larger hippocampus, the
part of the brain involved in
memory and spatial tasks.
This correlation has been
proven in males and females,
showing
that
mothers
contribute significantly to the
overall intelligence of both
male and female children.
Of course, not all
intelligence is inherited,
which 1s something to be
considered when interpreting
these results. Genes, such as
those on the X chromosome,
and external factors, such
as
the
aforementioned
maternal support, interact in
complex ways to produce the
intricacies of intelligence.
One thing is for sure
rhough, next time you ace
an exam here at Clemson,
be sure to call home to Mom
and say thank you.
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Clemson plans fiscal budget for expansion of university
Katie McCarthy
News Editor

Clemson
University
has requested nearly $103
million from the state for the
2017-2018 fiscal year, out of
$1. 1 billion worth of requests
from all state universities and
colleges. Clemson's budget for
the 2017-2018 school year
will be up for discussion in
the House Ways and Means
Committee's subcommittee
on higher education and
technical school budgets this
week. Some of the highlights
of
Clemson's
request
are below:

$3.16 million - Connected
Vehicles Center (CVC) at
CUICAR
The
university
is
planning to establish the
Connected Vehicles Center
(CVC) at the Clemson
University
International
Center
for
Automotive
in
Research
(CUICAR)
Greenville. According to
the
university's
request,
the
Connected Vehicles
Center's research would be
primarily focused on "the
development and building of
energy efficient, autonomous
on-demand
means
of
transportation," and will
work to "improve South
Carolina's
competitiveness
in attracting and retaining
automotive manufacturers."
The funding will be
used to fund salaries for
six FTEs and graduate
students, lease expenses and
provide research operating
support, infrastructure and
equipment. If partial funds
are received, the university
plans to take a phased
approach to establish the
Connected Vehicles Center.
$3.1 million Cyber
Physical Security Institute
(CPSI)
The
university
IS
planning to establish the
Cyber-Physical
. Security
Institute (CPSI) which will
"focus on making the electric
power grid and the motor
vehicle transportation grid
safer and more stable."

t-

The funding will be
used to provide salaries and
fringe benefits for six research
scientists
and
postdocs
in addition to paying for
critical infrastructure and
equipment. If partial funds
are received, the university
plans to take a phased
approach
to
implement
the
Cyber-Physical
Security Institute.

AGENCY NAME:
. . AGENCY

CODE! .· :~

· ci11mson Unlverslt _
J.4

H110

Fiscal Vear 2017-18
Ag,e;ncy Budget Plan

FORM A-SUMMARY

$1.96 million - Product
Lifecycle
Management
(PLM) Center
The
university
is
planning
to
establish
the
Product
Lifecycle
Management (PLM) Center
to develop a state-of-the
art system for advanced
manufacturing.
According
to
the
university's
request,
the
PLM Center will help
manufacturers reduce cost
and improve efficiency by
integrating all facets of design
and manufacturing into
one process. The funding
will be used to provide
salaries and fringe benefits
for eight FTEs and graduate
students in addition to
paying for equipment, travel
and sofrware fees. If only
partial funding is received,
the university says the PLM
Center's goal of allowing
greater outreach to industries
will be delayed.

MY agency is.s1,1bmittlng the f-0llowir1J1, rew,rinl,! decl~ion l)ac:ltages JJsted in priority: .
order {Form B):
"""""' 1()914-Connected Venfol~s.Center (8-1}
1091.7- cyber~Phyijical Security Institute {CPSI} (6•6)
10920- Prod4ct lifecyele Management (PLM) Center (e~11)
10923,.. Chaoges w Othar Earma!ted F1,1ndsJ'1 I.A f&G IJnrestrlqed and Ill. c'mpfoyee
Be~eflts Budg<!ts (P-16)
10!1Z6 - Ch,mges w Other Earmarked Funds lil II. Auxiliary Entcn>tl$e$ andJI!.
employee PenefJt-s 6udgets (B•.21}
1(192.9 ~ Ch1ilnge1; to Federal Restricted Funds In 1.8 E&G Restricted and Ill. Employee.
Benefits Budgets (B-25)
,, 1104:l- Changes t9 fe(lernl Fund$111 I.A E&G Unrestricted Buqget:s {B-29)
1oi,~2 -Realignment of E,dsting Other :funds AuthorizatiOJ'I {S-33)
i0935 - Other Funds FTEs (fl-37}
,
10938 - State Appropriations-.FVt017 .Allocations for 3.25% Pay ,Plan,,Retiremeot,
He~lth and Dental Insurance 113.-42}

For FY Z017-18, my agency is (mark "X"):

~equesting a net increase in recurring General Fund appropriations.

My .agency ls submitting

the following one-time decision g.ickages listeg _ill prlo1itv

order IForm C):
-Mei.! -- Critical Investments In South Carolina's Ad1tanced Mablrial:s lndusb'ial
Competi.tlveness (C 1} \ I 3 t\4
11.9864 Business and,Behavloral Science Building {C,>5) t t 'l1't
0

-Advanced Materials Science Complex: lluildlA~ {t--8) t \4:00
10!105 - Martin Hall Renovation (C-11)
1090.a- Long Hall Renovation (C-131
10911- Daniel Hall Renovation (C~15)

$5 million
Critical
Investment
in
SC's
Advanced
Materials
Industrial Competitiveness
This
non-recurring
funding
request
would
provide
for
investments
in cutting-edge advanced
materials instruments which
will allow the university to
conduct research and develop
technology to benefit SC
industries and employers.

For FY 2017-18, my agency is jmark "X''):
Requesting capital and/or non-recurring funds.
Not requesting capital and/or non-recl.irring fonds.
Page one of Clemson University's budget request for the 2017-2018 fiscal year. The remainder of the document is
available on thetigernews.com.
Sciences. These programs
accommodating current and
$14 million - Long Hall
teaching. These programs
are currently housed in
future growth.
Renovation
are currently housed in
Sirrine Hall which was
older facilities that require
Long Hall, constructed
constructed in 1938 and
$25 million - Advanced
extensive maintenance.
m 1937, needs HVAC,
has not been renovated in
Materials Science Complex
plumbing and electrical
35 years. The university
systems replaced.
$15
million
Martin
Hall
Building
considered renovating Sirrine
The university is looking
Renovation
Hall but deemed doing
$10.5 million - Daniel
Renovations
for
to provide a facility for the
so to be impractical and
the 54 year-old building
Hall Renovation
Departments of Materials
financially burdensome. The
Science and Engineering,
include HVAC and window
Built in 1969, Daniel
new building will create an
Chemical and Bio-Molecular
replacement
to
improve
Hall needs a gut renovation,
enhanced interface between
Engineering and Chemistry
efficiency and air quality
HVAC
upgrades
and
academics and industry while
for collaborative research and
deficiencies.
accessibility improvements.

$25 million Business
&
Behavioral Sciences
Building
The
university
IS
planning to provide a
new facility to house and
consolidate all undergraduate
programs in the College
of Business and Behavioral

Off-campus housing search engine
expands to Clemson
RentColle ePads. com allows students to browse listin s on one website
~
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Students can browse listings on RentCollegePads.com to find off-campus housing near Clemson.
Katie McCarthy
News Editor
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Rent
College Pads,
a
service
designed
to
help students find offcampus
housing,
has
recently
expanded
to
Clemson University.
The service compiles
available housing in their
system onto Google Maps
and allows students to
search campuses by ZIP
code. Students are able to
view the price, number of
bedrooms, whether pets
are allowed and more. It
also shows when upcoming
open houses are and helps
students find roommates. In
addition, students can access
online forms that will send
messages to landlords. Phone
numbers are also provided
so that students can call
landlords immediately.
The
majority
of

Clemson students move
off campus during their
sophomore, junior and senior
years, according to Clemson
Housing. The U.S. News
& World Report estimates
approximately 59 percent
of Clemson students live
off campus.
"It's a service that has
all the properties around
Clemson in one spot for
students so that they can
easily reach out to landlords
and set up showings and kind
of compare different places
against each other to decide
where they want to live,"
Director of Marketing Jeremy
Schmidt said, "Instead of
having to wait two or three
months and do all this
research, you can kind of get
everything done pretty quick
maybe in a matter ofhours or
days or weeks."
Founded m 2013 by

Dominic Anzalone, Rent
College Pads began in
Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
While working on a class
project
at
Marquette
University, Anzalone came
up with the idea of a website
that had multiple off-campus
listings in one place. The
website grew from a class
project into a company.
Today, the website includes
listings for 50 campuses
throughout the country.
RCP chose Clemson as
the next school to expand
to because it met the criteria
they look at when selecting
a school.
"We really like walking
into a strong college town,
and Clemson seems kind of
like your classic college tow~
where the school is a big part ,-.
of the community," Schmidt
said, "There are a lot ofpeople
who are providing housing

•

for students and it's just a very
student-friendly area."
Schmidt said that about
1,500 students have used the
site, with some using it as
early as November.
" [It)
seems
like
students get started between
November and February
as far as when they look for
housing and it seems like it's
getting a little bit earlier every
year," Schmidt said, "We
wanted to come and kind of
help out this year."
of
RCP
Director
Market Development Shayne
Chelminiak will be on
campus this week to talk to
students and landlords about
the service.
"We don't want to be a
distant company that doesn't
really explore that area,"
Schmidt said, "[We want to]
get to know that area."
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Conferencefoes Louisville) Florida State provide largest
challengefor Tigers in upco1ningfootball season
Allison Daniel

Sports Editor
Clemson
will
be
replacing a lot of important
players
this
upcoming
fall and many are already
wondering if there is
any hope of a repeat
championship opportunity.
The Tigers will be facing a
tough conference schedule
but an easier out-of
conference one.
With the influx of new
talent, it is possible that the
team will be able to navigate
their schedule, but there
will be a lot of obstacles in
their way.

Clemson vs. Kent State
Sept. 2, 2017
This match will mark
only the fifth time the
Tigers have played a team
from the MAC conference,
and the first time they will
face the Golden Flashes.
Kent State went 3-9 in the
2016 season, including
losses to Penn State and
Alabama.
It is unlikely the
Flashes will provide trouble
for the Tigers, but with the
struggles against Troy last
season, it is impossible to
know for certain. Kent State
will be the first team to try
and take down the reigning
national champions, but
certainly not the last.

Clemson vs. Auburn- Sept.
9,2017
The battle of the Tigers
will take place in Clemson
on Sept. 9 when Auburn
comes to town. It'll be
their first trip to Death

Valley smce 20 I I, when
Clemson ended their 17game winning streak. The
two teams opened the 2016
season against one another
and Auburn held Clemson
to 19 points - the fewest
scored by the Tigers in a
single game all season.
Auburn will return with
several important pieces of
'their offense. Quarterback
Sean White and . runnlng
back Kerryon Johnson led
Auburn's offense last season,
and both will be returning
to the team. To accompany
them, seven of Auburn's
top l O receivers could also
return.
, There will likely be
a quarterback battle at
Auburn with the arrival of
former Baylor Bear Jarrett
Stidham, but it could be
settled before week one.
Auburn will lose a few key
players on defense but most
of its starters will return.
Overall,
Auburn
should be in good shape
come their trip to Death
Valley.

Clemson at Louisville
Sept. 16, 2017
Circle this one on the
calendar now. In week three
the Tigers will travel to Papa
John's Stadium in Louisville
to face reigning Heisman
winner Lamar Jackson and
a tough Louisville team.
Assuming both of these
teams get through the
first . two weeks unscathed,
this will likely be a highly
ranked matchup, as it was
in 2016.
However, this time
around will have many
differences
from
their

2016 game, and most of
the differences don't favor
the Tigers. Jackson is more
experienced than he was in
their game last year, and he
will also be playing at home.
In 2016, it was obvious the
crowd noise of Death Valley
got ro him and the entire
Cardinals team, but that
will not be a factor this time.
In fact, the opposite might
happen and the noise col!lld
cause the inexperienced
Clemson offense to get out
of rhythm early on.
Deshaun Watson also
will not be on the field for
the Tigers. Clemson cannot
afford to be in a shootout
with Louisville with a young
quarterback in a hostile
environment. The defense
will have to stop Jackson
from scoring in order to
win this crucial battle in the
ACC Atlantic.

at the helm, expect nothing
less in the rematch. It will
be the Tiger's first trip to
Blacksburg since defeating
the I 0th-ranked Hokies
23-3 in 201 l.

Clemson vs. Wake Forest
Oct. 7, 2017
Clemson
has
dominated Wake Forest in
their last 8 meetings. The
Demon Deacons finished
the 2016 season with a
winning record, including a
bowl win over Temple, but
they shouldn't be much of a
problem for the Tigers.

Clemson at Syracuse- Oct.
13,2017
Friday night games are
a rarity, but this will be the
second season in a row that
the Tigers hit the road for a
Friday night matchup with
an ACC foe. The Carrier
Dome is not an easy place
to play, as proven by the
Tiger's narrow escape in
20 I 5. Syracuse has not
beaten the Tigers since
joining the ACC in 2013,
and it seems unlikely that
will change this season.

Clemson
vs
Boston
College- Sept. 23, 2017
Boston
College
is
known for its stout defenses,
and that could be a problem
for the Tigers in 2017. The
Tigers blew out the Eagles
in Boston last year, but don't
necessarily expect the same
score line this time. While
Clemson should be able to
outlast Boston College due
to superior talent, it could
be a very close and low
scoring affair.

ByeWeek
Oct. 21, 2017
The Tigers will get a
break midway through the
season.

Clemson at Virginia Tech
Sept. 30, 2017

Clemson vs. Georgia Tech
Oct. 28, 2017

The
Hokies
gave
Clemson a fight in the
2016 ACC Championship
game. With second-year
Head Coach Justin Fuente

The Yellow Jackets
always put up a fight
against the Tigers, but
m recent years Defensive
Coordinator Brent Venables

.•
Scott Keepfer
@ScottKeepfer

following

has been able to stop
their triple option attack.
Clemson defeated Georgia
Tech in Atlanta last season
for the first time smce
2003, but they have won
four straight at Memorial
Stadium. With a veteran-led
defense, Clemson should be
able to gain a hard-fought
wm against the Yellow
Jackets.

Clemson at NC State- Nov.
4,2017
Clemson fans probably
haven't forgotten about
the last two meetings
between the Tigers and the
Wolfpack.
Two
years
ago,
Clemson barely escaped
Raleigh with a shootout
victory. Then, this past year,
NC State took the Tigers
to overtime at home after
having a chance to win the
game with a last-second
field goal.
This is one to watch
out for smce Clemson's
offense is very young, but
the Tigers should be able to
pull out a victory.

Clemson vs. Florida State
Nov. 11, 2017
Like the Louisville
contest, this is one to mark
down. In every year Since
2008, the winner of this
matchup has played for
the ACC Championship.
If Clemson is able to defeat
Louisville
and
Florida
State is still undefeated in
conference play, it is likely
that streak will continue.
Luckily for the Tigers, the
game is at home. However,
quarterback
Deondre

Cory McCartney

#ACC releases 2017 schedule. The game
everyone wants to circle, Florida State at
Clemson, is Nov. 11.

Tough road: Tigers' 2017 schedule includes
games vs. nine bowl teams from 2016 #Clemson

Clemson vs. The Citii.delNov. 18, 2017
Clemson
Assuming
doesn't
pull
a
South
Carolina circa 20 I 5, this
game should be uneventful.
However, The Citadel 1s
a better team than many
give them credit for. They
finished last year with a
l 0-2 record and were first
in the FCS in rushing.
Clemson's defense should
be able to hold them in
check and allow the Tigers
to win by a large margin.

Clemson
at
South
Carolina- Nov. 25, 2017
As always, Clemson
concludes the regular season
against in-state rival South
Carolina. Thanks largely
to Watson's performances,
the Tigers have won the
past three games against the
Gamecocks. South Carolina
is still building, but they are
on the upswing under Head
Coach Will Muschamp.
This year's matchup will
also take place in Columbia,
making things tougher on
the Tigers.
This one could go
either way, but the Tigers
have a slight advantage
thanks to their defensive
talent.

l,f-·Follow

@coryjmccartney

V

Francois is returning for the
Seminoles and will likely be
a force to be reckoned with
in the ACC, as long as his
offensive line is improved
from last year. Dalvin Cook
will be gone, but this game
will be one of the most
challenging for the Tigers
on their way to another
championship appearance.

v
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J.: Follow

v

Terence Hassan
@tphassan

#Clemson 2017 schedule features a Friday night
game at Syracuse in October because screw
you & your HS football shows local sports

I

J,• Follow
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Clemson 2017 football schedule. New QB,
Great migration of players to the NFL spells
-ske ticism.
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Outlook for Clemson tennis
teams• postseason promising
Men's, wo1nen's tennis tea1ns looking to have successful run
Cole Little

Senior StajfWriter
The 2017 NCAA tennis
season has hit its stride, as have
the Clemson Tigers. Through
their participation in several
preseason tournaments during
the fall, the Tigers were able
to come together as a team
and gear up for a potentially
triumphant regular season.
With both the men's and
women's programs performing
well on the court during the
first few weeks of the season,
the outlook for the remainder
of the season is already serving
up plenty of promise for the
Tigers.
The men's team has gonen
off to a spectacular start to the
year, currently standing at 7-0
overall. First-year Head Coach
John Boetsch has made quick
work of developing his squad
into an ACC championship
contender and has the Hoke
Sloan Tennis Center buzzing
with aspirations for quite the
special season.
A veteran-laden bunch,
the men's team has been poised
in every match thus far, recently

dominating the Davidson
Wildcats 6-1 and the Wofford
Terriers 7-0. Led by Frenchmen
Alex Favrot and Daffi-a Sanon,
Clemson is quickly establishing
itself as a force to be reckoned
with. The men's team is looking
to reach the NCAATournament
for the first time since 2014.
On the women's side,
the Tigers are 2-2, but on
the rise. Clemson cruised to
a 2-0 start for this season by
beating the Charlotte 49ers
and the Charleston Southern
Buccaneers with scores of 7-0
and 6-1, respectively, as part of
the Duckworth Doubleheader
at Hoke Sloan. The Tigers then
dropped two matches at the
ITA Kick-Off Weekend, but
will look to right the ship with
home games against the South
Carolina Gamecocks and the
Georgia Bulldogs later this
week.
Sporting
only
one
upperclassman on the eight
woman roster, Clemson is
remarkably young and still
senling into a rhythm. Even so,
the roster is dynamic and has
plenty of talent. Sophomores
Ayan Broomfield and Marie-

Alexandre Leduc, both of
whom hail from Canada, are
nationally ranked and primed
to lead the women's team
through what should be an
exciting season.
With 20 seasons at the
helm of the Clemson program
under her belt, Head Coach
Nancy Harris should certainly
be expected to have the women's
team on track to earning a spot
in the NCAA Tournament
rather quickly. The team
is looking to win their first
conference title in three years.
The typical collegiate
tennis contest consists of six
singles matches and three
doubles matches. Fortunately
for Clemson's sake, both the
men's and women's teams
are well-rounded and diverse
enough in terms of player skill
sets that the Tigers should be
able to advance far into the
postseason.
As one of the ACC's
premier tennis programs,
Clemson is among the best in
the conference on the men's
and women's sides in 2017 and
could very well compete for the
league title in both.

Emily Lady// Staff

Oemson's tennis teams are off to good starts this~ and will look to make the postseason.

Tiger baseball kicks off spring practice
Scrim:m,ageS will provide cOm,petition
at key positionsfor Cle1nson
\

Allison Daniel

+

Sports Editor

ASHLEY STOUT// Staff

Chris Williams (27) will replace Chris Okey behind the plate as catcher this season.
He played last season as backup catcher, first baseman and third baseman.

I

ASHLEY STOUT// Staff

I

Junior outfielder Chase Pinder (5) will return to his center field position this season.
The Clemson outfield will likely remain largely unchanged from last season.
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The Tiger baseball
team took to the field for
the official start of spring
pt'actice last Friday and
Head Coach Monte Lee
was excited to have his team
back at work.
"The one message is,
yeah we had a great year
[last year], but ultimately
we didn't end up where we
wanted to be. So the guys
have come back with a chip
on their shoulder. They're
very hungry to get [practice]
started, to compete against
each other, and three weeks
from now we will start our
season against someone else
in the other dugout," Lee
said before starting practice.
And it certainly seemed
as if the players were hungry,
especially K. J. Bryant, who
hit the very first pitch of
spring practice about four
rows up into the stands of
left field.
Bryant is just one of
the many players competing
for starting roles this spring,
and several positions are up
for grabs.
One of the largest
losses for the Tigers from
last season is the loss of
All-American catcher Chris
Okey, who decided to end
his Clemson career early
to enter the MLB draft. It
appears as though Chris
Williams is a lock at that
position to start. He played
backup for Okey last season
as well as playing first and
third
base
sporadically
throughout the year. Later
in the season, he also
emerged as a huge weapon
on offense and Lee will look
to him to not only replace
Okey behind the plate, but
also in the lineup.
Lee had high praises
for Williams, saying "Chris
Williams is one of the best
athletes on this team ...
[he] is getting as much pro
attention right now as any
guy on our roster."
First base will be an
interesting position to watch
as well. Seth Beer has been
moved to first from right

field, but Andrew Cox also
has experience at the same
position if needed. Beer did
play first base in high school
but with his inexperience at
the position in college it will
be interesting to watch how
he handles it the first few
games.
Weston
Wilson
is
another player who will have
to be replaced this season.
He spent all of last year at
second base and started all
but one game. He and his
valuable experience will
have to be replaced this year.
"Second base is going to
be a position of competition
between Grayson Byrd,
Jordan Greene and Adam
Renwick," Lee said.
Greene and Renwick
saw playing time last year
but both are still very young
players. Byrd had to sit out
the 2016 season due to
NCM transfer rules, but
he was region-player-of-the
year his senior year of high
school, an honor he sports
alongside
several
other
similar accolades. These
three players should provide
a competitive edge to the
second base spot.
Logan
Davidson
provided a buzz this
offseason. The freshman
North
from
Charlotte,
Carolina, was named the
North Carolina Gatorade
Player-of-the-Year his senior
season. It is likely Tiger fans
will have the chance to see
him play shortstop opening
weekend.
Third base was a
rotating table for the
majority of last season,
but junior transfer Patrick
Cromwell could provide
some stability at the
position. He had a nice
fall camp and it seems as if
he will get the start come
opening weekend.
The outfield has more
experience
this
season.
Chase Pinder will return to
his center field spot and it
is likely Bryant will replace
Beer in right field. Bryant
had several starts there last
season so he is no stranger
to the role. Left field will be

interesting. Reed Rohlman
is the returning starter but
a graduate transfer, Weston
Jackson, has been making
waves since fall. Regardless,
the outfield seems fairly
solidified.
The pitching rotation,
however, is not.
"I do not have a
weekend rotation yet, we
will see how these three
weeks go and then make
that determination," Lee
said.
He also pointed out the
likelihood of Pat Krall being
a starter come opening
weekend.
"One of the promises
we made Pat when he
turned down a really
good opportunity to go
play professional baseball,
you know Pat wanted the
opportunity to start. From
day one in the fall we tried
to develop him into a starter
and we fully intend to give
him that opportunity, and
he deserves that."
Krall was arguably
the best pitcher for the
Tigers last season. He
played a multitude of rolls
from reliever to closer to
starter, and excelled at each
of them. He ended last year
with a 1.67 ERA, the best
on the team.
Several other pitchers
will be fighting for starts,
including veterans Charlie
Barnes and Alex Eubanks,
along with some new names
as well.
Lee acknowledged the
struggles last year's pitching
faced but seemed optimistic
about
this
season's
possibilities.
"The one thing we
do know is that last year,
we had to put guys in
those spots because it
was all we had. This year,
we can choose which guy to
put in those spots because
we have options, we have
depth
and
we
have
competition," he said.
The
Tigers
open
their season on Feb. 17
against Wright State at 4
p.m. at Doug Kingsmore
Stadium.
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BASEBALL IMPACT PLAYERS: LOOKING AHEAD
Tigers will have to replace several key players, look to young talent
ColinHalm
Asst. Sports Editor
After a disappointing
loss in the Regionals last
year, the Clemson Tigers
have retooled their lineup.
Chris Okey, Weston Wilson
and Eli White have all left
the program to pursue
their futures in professional
baseball. The departures
have left some large holes
to fill, but Head Coach
Monte Lee made some
moves in the offseason to
help smooth the transition.
Okey, Wilson and
White
were
three
of
Clemson's top six bats
and best veteran players,
but now it is time for
other players to take their
spots and adopt a similar

approach to the football
team: "N ext man up. "
Returning for his senior
year, Pat Krall has a heavy
load to bear as the Tigers'
I
No.I pitcher. Mainly used
out of the bullpen last
season, Krall owned a 1.67
ERA in 29 appearances,
including a couple of starts,
but will more than likely be
a starting weekend pitcher
this season. As the first
Tiger to ever lead the team
in both wins and saves,
Krall means a lot to this
staff of young, but talented
pitchers.
The 6'6" lefty turned
down an offer from the St.
Louis Cardinals to return
for his senior season, and
hopefully a longer run into
the postseason. Krall isn't

the only gifted pitcher on
this team, but he has the
most experience and has
pitched in the toughest
circumstances.
Even though he is only
a sophomore, Seth Beer
is going to be the leader
and anchor of the lineup.
He had 18 home runs last
year along with a .369
average and 70 RBIs (runs
batted in). Beer is the only
returning player to have
batted more than .300 and
slugged higher than .500,
which makes him the only
reliable power hitter on the
team.
Beer will only be better
in year two of his tenure as
a Tiger. He will be changing
his
posmon,
though,
in an effort to improve

Clemson football hires
new defensive line coach
Colin Halm
Asst. Sports Editor
The
post-National
Championship period has
officially begun for the
Clemson Tigers, which
means spring practices,
recruiting and coaching
changes.
Not head coaches,
but assistant coaches. The
NFL is always looking for
up-and-coming
NCM
coaches to fill any needs
that they might have.
The Jacksonville Jaguars
did just. that by signing
former defensive line coach
Marion Bobby away from
. the Tigers.
Head Coach Dabo
Swinney
noticed
new
defensive line coach Todd
Bates at a football summer
camp.
"I remember one of the
camp days Coach Brooks
came to me and said, 'Todd
Bates is the best coach we
have out here,"' Swinney

said. "I have been following ,
his career ci'osely."
Coach Bates started
his collegiate career as the
only starting freshman on
a loaded Alabama defensive
line in 2001. He was named
team captain in 2004 and
was drafted in 2005 by the
Tennessee Titans.
In 2007, Bates turned
his attention to coaching
the defensive line, starting
at Talladega High School.
In 2013, he joined East
Central
Community
College and in 2014 joined
the Jacksonville State team.
In his three-year tenure
at Jacksonville State, the
Gamecocks were 33-6 and
wreaked havoc on defense
starting with the defensive
line.
In
2015,
Bates'
coaching
helped
the
Gamecock defense to a
No. 12 overall defensive
ranking, holding opposing
offenses to 300.3 yards
on average and recording
136 tackles for loss, which

his defense. Instead of
manning right · field, Beer
will move to first base and
Chris Williams will take
over as starting catcher. It
shouldn't be too difficult of
a transition for him because
he played the position in
high school as well.
A freshman who, could
prove to be a very important
piece of the puzzle is
infielder Logan Davidson.
He won Gatorade Player of
the Year as a senior, as well
as being an All-American,
and was drafted in the 30th
round by the Philadelphia
Phillies this past summer.
He will still have to compete
with transfer Grayson Byrd,
but it wouldn't be too
shocking if they shared time
at shortstop.

Mitchell Miller will
also be one to watch
this year. A freshman
who de-committed from
Mississippi State due to
coaching changes, Miller
was contacted by Clemson
almost as soon as he
announced it. Listed as the
No. 273 draft prospect by
Baseball America, Miller
chose to go to college and
play for the Tigers instead.
A lefty with a five-pitch
repertoire, Miller could
seriously compete to be a
late weekend starter.
"I'm a power guy,
I guess. I topped out at
94 this year. I sit 90-92,
touching 93 and I topped
out at 94. I like to work
quick. I'm an up-tempo
guy," Miller said about his

skillset.
Perfect
Game,
a
baseball prospect ratings
and news website, rated
Miller as a 10, which means
he is considered an elite
college prospect. If Miller
ends up being a weekend
starter, the Tigers will have
a solid starting pitching
corps to lean on in the early
season.
Lee has
assembled
a
solid
core
of
young
players
to
complement the already
proven group of veterans
m front of them. With
some freshman competing
for starting spots right
away and the positional
holes
being
filled,
Clemson will be able to
compete out of the gate.

SPORTS PHOTO OF THE WEEK

ranked number one in the
FCS.
That
defense
1ed
Jacksonville State to its
first No. 1 ranking in team
history and got them to
the finals that year; a loss
against North Dakota State.
The Gamecocks' only
other loss came against
No. 6 ranked Auburn in
overtime, which speaks to
the level that Bates and the
rest of the coaching staff
adhered to.
Clemson's
2016
defensive line was one of
the best in school history. It
anchored a defense that won
a national championship
and has produced multiple
NFL
contributors,
including Vic Beasley the
2016 sack leader.
Although that group
is losing senior Carlos
Watkins, Bates' coaching
experience and ability to get
the most out of his players
could make Clemson the
most feared defense in the
next few seasons.

m,

Tavien Feaster (28) celebrates with his teaamates after scoring a touchdown.
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Collegiate religious organizations -are in
need of transparency
Abbi J;lagg

,

Contributor

Early one morni'ng, I
found myself sobbing in the
middle of an increasingly
busy Chick-fil-A across
from two people whom
I had once admired and
respected. In an instant,
Cru · (formerly Campus
Crusade for Christ) had
ripped away my dign•ity, my
confidence and more than
half of my spiritual and
social life.
When I decided to go
to Clemson, the college's
sizable FCA presence was
a huge selling point. Yet,
at only my second small
group meeting, my hopes
were shattered. A girl seated
across from me began to
spout anti-gay rhetoric
while I stared at my hands,
wishing I could disappear.
After being asked if I was
okay, I shakily admitted,
"I'mgay. "
Well, bisexual if we're
getting specific. I am
comfortable using gay as
an umbrella term for myself
(but please respect the
labels and pronouns that
people prefer using). I've
known I was this way since,
well, foreve~.
I remember drooling
over Princess Leia in
"Return of the Jedi,"
doodling girls in my middle
school agenda and having
my heart skip a beat when a
girl I had been crushing on
grabbed my hand at a party.
I never went back
to FCA. Yet, I still felt
that I needed a strong
Christian community. I
had seen fliers advertis.ing'
Cru, but never paid much

attention to them. But
from the second I walked
into my first Bible study, I
was hooked. I fell in love
with the closeness of the
members, the welcoming
attitude and the dedication
that they had to delving
into the Word.
And while I usually
would have been hesitant to
open up to the adult leaders,
a full-time staff member let's call her "M" - quickly
became my role model as I
made the community my
home.
After only four months
of involvement, she pulled
me aside and asked me
to lead a freshman small
group for the next academic
year. By January of 2017,
after over a year with Cru,
I was totally dedicated to
the organization, and I felt
fulfilled. My friends were in
Cru, my role models were in
Cru, and most importantly,
my heart was in Cru. But
more than anything, I was
paralyzed with fear.
I knew Cru did not
necessarily
encourage
same-sex
relationships,
although I had never seen
or heard anything explicitly
denouncing them.
I have done my own
research into the passages
in the Bible which reference
homosexuality. Translation
issues, misconceptions and
failure to take historical
context
into
account
demolished any insecurity
that I might have had
about my sexuality. I was
able to rationalize same-sex
relationships as biblically,
spiritually and personally
acceptable. . ,
However, Cru began

.,,

.

to make their stance clear,
<
with a conference seminar
advising gay srud~nts to
practice straight behavior or
celibacy, while avoiding the
"cu1cure" t h at enq5urage
s.d
their desires.
The constant voices of
my peers spouting, "Love
the sinner. Hate the sin,"
made me want · to tear
my hair out by the roots.
Later, I even came across
an article from Cru entitled
"Another Way," which
claimed that homosexuality
was just an eroticization
of unmet emotional needs
from parents.
It became clear that
coming out could strip me
of my leadership positions
within Cru at the very least.
But I finally came
out to M anyway. She said
nothing until a month later,
when I was asked to meet
with her and a fellow staff
member, who I will just
call "K," I knew what it was
going to be about, so once
we were settled in a Chick
fil-A booth, I finally broke
past the lump in my throat
and asked, "So what's up?"
First, let me just say,
they did not yell at me, or
tell me I'm a disgusting
horrible person who is going
disgrace my family and end
up in Hell. In the same
way that I might confront
someone
for
excessive
drinking, they approached
me because they were
concerned. Their concerns
were based on their belief
system, no matter how
much I may disagree with
it.
I don't believe my
sexual OJ:ientation .is sinful,
but they do. While I offered

'•

my opinions, they stuck to
theirs. They wouldn't say
what I had been dreading
until I finally asked, "So
am I still able to lead?"
The answer was no.
My community was
taken away from me - not
like peeling off a Band-Aid,
but like ripping off a slice
of skin without anesthetic.
I switch back and forth
from feeling abandoned
to wanting to scream,
and from a total sense of
numbness to sobbing over
my geography textbook.
I am sick of suddenly
crying during an average
phone
call
with
my
boyfriend or trying to
muffle the sounds of ugly
sniffles with a pillow
so I don't wake up my
roommates. I was penalized
for something I cannot
change and something
that will never change. I
was not barred from Cru
as a regular participant,
but how am I supposed to
walk into a meeting room,
knowing that the people
important to me look at me
with pity or with judgment?
How do I talk to my
friends when all I can
think is, "Do they know?"
Cru said they cared deeply
about those hurt by the
church, but now they're
the ones who hurt me. I
made the difficult decision
to distance myself from
the Cru community and
since then I've been going
through
the
grieving
process. I'm too drained to
even be angry. I'm just sad.
I'm writing this not
because I want other people
to be angry, but because I
want other people to be

informed and frustrated
with the lack of inclusivity
and hurt that so often
comes from the church.
This is not the time for me
to be delicate and fragile.
This is the time for me to
be firm and intentional. I
am not called to be silent.
So this is my plea
to any campus ministry
or religious group: be
transparent. Make your
values and beliefs around
both faith and social issues
public, so that people can
make informed, educated
decisions about what they
want to be involved in
before they invest time,
money and energy.
I am ashamed to
say that I supported an
organization for so long
that kept its opinions
under wraps until a
problem arose.
In an ideal world,
I would be accepted
anywhere, but I know
that
isn't
realistic.
Organizations have values
they deserve to express,
just as I express mine.
So, I plead with
anyone reading this that
is involved in a religious
community: ask questions.
Do research. Look at your
Bible through the lens of a
wide range of perspectives.
Implore leaders to be
open about their values
and if you don't agree,
take a stand. This is not
a story about one person
or one organization, but
a reflection of massive
injustice.
Don't
support
something that doesn't
support you. Thanks for
listening.
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Kelsey: Morgan

incredible disservice to
those who were tortured
Contributor
and killed - or, second,
that you are doing your best
About
three , years
to
completely ignore the
ago I ~ent on a trip called
"Traci~g the Holocaust similarities which are right
in . Eastern Europe." I · in your face.
This is what happens
knew , it was important
when
we are driven by fear.
and
meaningful
then,
but I · have only recently The Holocaust didn't start
realized just how important with mass deportations
and gas chambers; it started
it was for me. I spoke
with
hateful rhetoric, a lack
with survivors, I walked
of knowledge and fear.
through concentration and
Just over a month
extermination camps, I
before I set to fly out to
stood in a gas chamber and I
Paris,
the deadliest attack
walked along what remains
since WWII was carried out
of the Berlin Wall.
I'm going to be very in the city. I decided to not
frank for a moment: if let fear dictate my decision,
and it was honestly one
you can't see the parallels
of the best choices I've
between what happened in
ever
made. Even better,
our grandparent's lifetime
and what is happening despite the attack, France
still continued to bring in
today, I have come to
refugees.
two
conclusions.
First,
Bear with me while I
you either have not been
backtrack for a moment.
properly educated on the
It's always been difficult to
Holocaust - which is an
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verbalize why it is I loved
Warsaw so much, because
when I said it out loud it
sounded a little odd.
Some context: during
World War II Warsaw was
utterly
completely and
destroyed - so much so
that it has been said that
no city has been destroyed
to the same extent in a war
since the Romans sacked
Carthage. Very few original
buildings still stand, but the
city has been completely
rebuilt and it has been
reconstructed beautifully.
You
could
walk
through and never know
that it had been completely
devastated. To me, it
is literally the phoenix
which rose from the ashes of
post-WWII Europe.
While
I
didn't
aesthetically enjoy Berlin
as much as I did Warsaw,
they have done some things
that are worth mentioning.

Through many areas of
Berlin, along the street posts
there are signs detailing the
dates of various Nuremburg
laws - i.e. Berlin very
publically tells the story
of the sins her country
committed.
They
commemorate
their own dark history in
a way that, to me, begs
the world, "Please, please,
please, don't make the same
mistake we did."
How many quotes
have we read from victims
or outsiders who later
learned of the extent of the
atrocities?
"It
happened;
therefore, it can happen
again. This is the core
of what we have to say."
"All it takes for evil to
triumph is for good men to
do nothing."
"...Then they came
for the Jews, and I did not
speak out - because I was

Distribution Director

.
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not a Jew. Then they came
for me - and there was no
one left to speak for me."
How many times have
we heard it asked: "Why
did the world do nothing?"
or "How can people say
they didn't know what was
happening?"
Guess
what:
the
world screwed up and a
lot of people died because
of it. Here we are, less
than a century later, and
the world has another
chance. Some of those
countries are stepping up.
But where are we? What
are we doing?
You
guessed
it:
nothing.
We will never be
able to say that we didn't
know how bad it was or
that we didn't know what
was going on. We will have
no excuse this time.
How many people
will have to die this time?
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Aresponse to Trump's transition trainwreck
1

Mark Hinds
Contributor
I find it very interesting,
how the author of last
week's "Trump's Transition
Trainwreck" piece chastised
President Donald Trump for
claiming that favorability
polls were "rigged." Funny,
were these not the same
news station polls that also
said Hillary would defeat
Trump handily? Interesting.
By "rigged" Trump meant
conducted by mainstream
news stations in the tank for
Hillary.
Moving on.
I take issue with the
aforementioned piece's bias
towards journalists and
reporters (the majority of
whom, along with college
faculty, have become nothing
more than air horns for their
own political agenda.) She
states: "The job ofjournalists
is to ask tough questions,
to make politicians feel
uncomfortable and to hold
those in power accountable."
I agree with this statement,
yet of all the press
conferences I have observed

over the last eight years, fail
to see any in which the media
attacked President Obama as
they have President Trump.
They never attacked Obama
as they will Trump. This just
displays the overlying theme
of the 2016 election season.
The Democrats chose
the worst, most selfish,
destructive and corrupt
candidate in the history
of their party. As a result,
the
mainstream
media
had nothing good to say
about Hillary, (since there
is nothing) and everything
bad to say about Trump.
He was painted as a racist,
xenophobe,
misogynist,
sexist, islamaphobic bigot.
These are all knee-jerk
insults from leftists who have
polluted the mainstream
media. Journalists these days
have their head up the part
of their body where the sun
doesn't shine.
Can you name any
instances in the past eight
years there the mainstream
media did any "power
checking"
on President
Obama?
Furthermore,
CNN

is fake news. When you
produce a hundred-page (or
something like chat) report
full of FAKE information
regarding the President's
business ties with Russia, you
and your organization are the
definition of fake news.
When your employees
leak debate questions co
Hillary before her primary
debate with Bernie Sanders,
your organization is the
scum of the earth in my
opinion. Good job Donna,
you got yourself fired. CNN
is the crash dump of cable
TV, polluting the minds of
the American public with
misinformation. They are
the definition of "dishonest
media."
Also, that CNN reporter
was not "pressing" Trump on
anything. Watch the video.
He was being disruptive and
rude. Trump can choose who
he wants to get questions
from, this reporter just
had a meltdown when he
was not chosen. I hope and
pray that Sean Spicer kicks
many reporters out of his
conferences. They deserve it.
There is a difference between

Women's March on Washington:
Moment or Movement?

How the m,arch will gain m,om,entum,
Ansley Birchmore
Contributor

I

I

On Jan. 20, 2017,
Donald J. Trump was sworn
in as the 45th President of
the United States. The next
day, millions of Americans
took to the streets to voice
their opposition to his
presidency and promote
a message of equality and
inclusion.
According
to
the
New York Times, around
half a million Americans
took part in the Women's
March on Washington approximately three times
more people than were
at Trump's inauguration.
Hundreds
of
"sister
marches" occurred in all
corners of the United States
and even in foreign cities
such as Sydney, London,
Paris and Berlin. Forbes is
reporting an estimate of 3
million total protestors in
total.
The official platform
of the Women's March
on
Washington
was
a
progressive
agenda
supporting
not
only
women's
rights
bur
also LGBT rights, civil
rights, immigrant rights,
environmental justice and
more. The Women's March
was a loud reminder that
Trump was not elected by a
majority of Americans, and
it seems that they will not be
a silent majority.
However, the question

I

(
L

is this: Was the Women's
March on Washington just
a historic day, or will it turn
into a movement?
Recent events seem to
suggest the latter. Protests in
New York and Philadelphia
occurred just 5 days into the
new presidency in response
to Trump's executive orders.
Constituents have begun
to protest against Trump
cabinet nominees at their
senator's offices.
Organizations such as
Planned Parenthood and
EMILY's List have already
begun to capitalize on the
march in an attempt to carry
the momentum forward
into the 2018 midterms and
2020 presidential election
by recruiting women to run
for office and to volunteer.
Senator Kirsten Gillibran, a
Democrat from New York,
proclaimed that the march
was "the moment of the
beginning of the revival of
the women's movement."
What role will the
Democratic Party play m
the movement? As of now,
Democrats only control
16 governorships, 12 state
legislatures and have a
minority in both houses of
Congress.
In order to make gains
in these areas in 2018 and
2020, the Democrats will
need to take the momentum
from
the march
and
translate it into continued
action over the next 4 years.
People are encouraged

to call their senators and
representatives, volunteer,
protest and even run for
office themselves.
The Democratic base
is angry but energized, and
both the Democratic Party
and outside organizations
will have to turn their anger
into sustainable action in
order to create real change.
The
all-too-common
mindset
that
Trump's
presidency will self-destruct
leads to complacency in
fighting to regain power
at both state and federal
levels and in organizing
to obstruct unfavorable
policies.
A
coordinated
resistance to Trump and the
GOP-controlled Congress
is the only plan that has any
chance of restraining what
the Republican Party will
be able to accomplish in the
next four years.
The Women's March
was an incredible display
of resistance but if it stands
alone without supportive
grassroots efforts as the only
form of action against the
Trump Administration, the
White House will continue
to ignore the demands of a
majority of the American
public.
Moving forward, the
next and hardest task for the
Democrats will be to cake a
hard look at the Women's
March and figure out how
to transform it from a
moment into a movement.

hating criticism and hating
lies.
I deeply respect the
community
intelligence
and the work that they do.
I believe they are one of the
key factors chat make the
U.S. military the strongest
in the world. Mose of the
leaders in the intelligence
community served in the
armed forces, and I am
forever thankful for the
sacrifices they have made
and those they continue co
make. That is not to say

the intelligence community
will get it right 100 percent
of the time. These are the
same people who told us
Saddam possessed and was
producing weapons of mass
destruction. How did that
work out?
We need to take every
piece of information we
receive with a grain of salt.
We need not forget that
America is no angel in the
international
intelligence
community. We have spies
all over the world gathering

1

intelligence for our leaders.
You mean to tell
me that if we saw an
opportunity to shift power
from Putin in Russia via
some form of cyber hacking
or information release, we
would not take it? Give
me a break. I am sure this
happens all the time.
The author of"Trump's
Transition Train wreck"
loves to throw the word
"misinformation" around.
However, I believe that to be
false.

STAFF EDITORIAL: Effectiveness of
Women's March
Millions
of women
around the world took to
their local city centers and
urban hubs to hold a protest
on women's rights and
equality for on Jan. 21, 2017.
While organizers expected a
sizable turnout, they were not
prepared for what actually
ended up taking place.
Many of these marches
simply became demonstrations
because there wasn't enough
room for all of the people who
came out. In observing such a
monumental event, The Tiger
staff discussed the effectiveness
of the march, what the true
motives may have been and
what ) pe ramifications of the
march.: could shape up to be
moving forward.
There is no question that
the throngs of people who
came due co suppon the protest
were heard all around the
world. While some argue that
the protest was not targeted
at President Trump, many
would say that it would not
have .taken place if he had not
been ekcted. The grounds for
such a' i"novement are rooted at
least in pan in his disparaging
comments about women and
his lack of concern for equality
across the board.
President
Trump
undoubtedly has a complicated
female
relationship
with
voters across the country.
Some women have joined his

movement to restore greatness
to the country and have chosen
to ignore his comments, while
many other women feel that
their reproductive rights are
likely to be infringed upon
and that his policies will have
a negative effect on gender
equality moving forward.
It's wonh mentioning that
there is a distinct difference
between the protestors of
the Women's March and the
rioters that filled the streets
of Washington, D.C. the
day before. Those who chose
to burn trashcans, smash
windows and wreak havoc
throughout the city didn't
accomplish anything with their
demonstrations.
However,
the millions who gathered on
Saturday sent a clear message
that they were not backing
down in the fight for their
rights.
Additionally,
the
comments from Madonna
mentioning that she wanted to
blow up the White House were
unacceptable, and many agree
that she should recant such a
statement. Any ocher citizen
who would say such a thing
would have been an immediate
target of the Secret Service,
and such threats accomplish
nothing in the fight for justice.
While observing the
activities that took place during
the march, it's imponant
to note that the march was

meant to. represent all women,
regardless -of their race or
sexuality. That is pan of the
concern in how this movement
will move forward. All women
face these issues, and that
cannot be forgotten. It's not
just about white women,
uansgender women or bisexual
women.
It's about supponing
women
everywhere
and
working to defend their rights.
In a hopeful world, this
son of activism will continue.
Everyone should consider
that if it was their mother,
aunt, grandmother or sister
facing these injustices, how
would they respond? Ac the
very core, whether they agree
or not, everyone should try
to find common ground and
understand the dilemmas that
the march was based upon.
The most significant
hurdle is for the movement
to continue. There will be so
many things that people will
hear over the next four years
and there's a good possibility
that citizens will begin to stop
listening.
People will begin to
care less, which we've seen
throughout the election process
itsel£
Hopefully people will not
get fatigued and will continue
working to find middle ground
and to fight for the causes
they're passionate about.

The opznzons expressed i11 the abot.'e edito1·ial are u. ritte11
l:v the opinions editor and represent the 111ajo1·i()' opinion
<!l The Tiger editorial hoard. In representative the 111ajority
,•ze,~1, the stc!/T editorials ,naJ' not represent the individual
viez(.I of any particular rneniber.
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hard hitters
James /Gd~
Contributor
Courtesy of theglobalpanorama // Flickr

Get your popcorn ready everyone! The 2017 nominees for this year's Academy Awards have just
been released. Like usual, there were plenty of surprises, shocking snubs and underdogs this
year that you might have missed, so here's a helpful guide on navigating this awards season
and what films you should check out before the show on Feb. 26!
more months, but you can
still catch it in theatres for
the time being, and believe
me, you DEFINITELY won't
be disappointed.

"La La Land:"
With
14
total
nominations in just about
every major category, this
year's Academy Awards might
as well have been named
the La La Land show, but it
makes sense considering this
movie has been getting insane
buzz for over a year at this
point. Staring Ryan Gosling
and Emma Stone, this
throwback to the musicals
of yesteryear like "Singin'
m the Rain" follows the
up and downs of a couple's
relationship in Los Angeles
as they struggle to achieve
their dreams in the big city.
While its success might be
attributed to its obsession
with
Hollywood
and
nostalgia for "better days,"
it certainly didn't hurt its
chances at potential awards,
as it is expected to sweep up
just about every category it
is nominated in, from best
actress for Emma Stone,
best director for Damien,
Chazelle of "Whiplash''
fame and especially anything
relating to music and set
design (sorry "Moana"). "La
La Land" . probably won't
hit VOD or DVD for a few

t-

"Arrival:"
While
I
personally
found this one to be a little
lacking, it still managed to
impress the Academy and
many others, scoring eight
nominations, but, strangely,
Amy Adams was snubbed
in her impressive role.
Following the titular arrival
of multiple alien spacecraft
on Earth, "Arrival" tells the
story of a linguist, played by
Adams, who must team up
with the best and brightest
of America and the rest
of the world to decipher
the intentions of these
otherworldly beings before
the panicking populace of the
world declares war on them.
Picking up nominations in
the best picture, director,
and
adapted
screenplay
categories, I honestly don't
imagine "Arrival" winning
too many Oscars, beyond
anything m the sound
category for its stellar alien
sounds, and potentially for
its screenplay. Then again,

it still has a pretty decent
following with critics and
the average moviegoer which
might help, so who knows?
''.Arrival" comes out on VOD
and DVD on Feb. 14, but
it is having another run
in theaters this week with
some additional footage to
celebrate its nominations.

"Moonlight:"
Unlike "La La Land" and
''.Arrival," "Moonlight" came
out of the blue during various
film festivals last year, but has
received unanimous acclaim
by essentially everyone, being
the highest rated film to get a
nomination since "Boyhood"
(both which have a 99 out
of 100 score on Metacritic
and a 8.9 out of ten on
Rotten Tomatoes), coming
up with eight well deserved
nominations including best
supporting actor and actress,
as well as best director for
Barry Jenkins. "Moonlight"
chronicles
the
journey
of Chiron, a shy African
American man struggling
with many facets of his
identity in Miami, Florida,
jumping from his early
years, to his socially awkward
teenage years, and finally

closing with his adult life.
While by far the "artsiest"
of this year's big movies, it
is easily one of the best films
out there right now, and is
really the only thing stopping
"La La Land" from an easy
best picture and director
win. "Moonlight" can still be
found in some theaters, but
if you can wait a little while
longer, it will hit iTunes and
Amazon Video on Feb. 7 and
later on DVD the 28.

"Manchester by the Sea:"
Much
like
fellow
best
picture
nominee
"Moonlight," "Manchester
by the Sea" kind ofpopped up
out of nowhere, but wowed
critics with its deep story and
phenomenal acting, racking
up six nominations including
best lead and supporting
actor, as well as a best picture
nod. "Manchester by the
Sea" follows a down on his
luck janitor, played by Casey
Affleck, who, after the sudden
death of his brother, is forced
to return to his hometown to
make peace with his past and
care for his newly orphaned
nephew. While "Manchester"
has been doing well for itself,
awards wise, it has garnered

controversy
over
Casey
Affleck's return to fame after
various accusations of sexual
harassment from some of the
actor's former coworkers in
2010, but so far that hasn't
seemed to have impacted his
or "Manchester's" chances
too
badly.
"Manchester
by the Sea'' hits Amazon
Prime's streaming service on
February 7 and DVD later
on Feb. 21.

Other Movies To Pay
Attention To:
While the above films
are the ones most likely to
come out with big wins,
that doesn't take away in the
slightest from these other
releases which will come out
with a few awards under their
belts as well.
"Fences,"
Denzel
Washington's
film
adaptation of the play that
he participated in for many
years hit a few bumps in the
transition from Broadway to
film that kept it from being
quite as good as the play, but
even then, that's still pretty
good. Absolutely expect a
win from Viola Davis here
for her role as Rose, as she
truly knocked it out of the

park. "Fences" won't hit
VOD or DVD until March
14th, but if you're lucky, you
might still be able to catch it
in theaters.
"Hacksaw
Ridge"
getting nominations in many
categories is a bit surprising
considering the (justified)
Mel Gibson hate by most
people, but regardless of
his character, the man can
still make some damn good
movies, as "Hacksaw Ridge"
shows.
Considering
the
amount of heavy hitters, I
doubt that this will quite
be Gibson's comeback year,
but expect at least a win
somewhere in the technical
side of things. "Hacksaw
Ridge" comes out on VOD
and DVD on Feb. 21.
"Hell or High Water"
was a pretty great movie,
but with the titanic amounts
of buzz from the likes of
"Moonlight" and "La La
Land," pretty great just
can't quite cut it in terms
of winning best picture.
However, it will definitely
at least get best adapted
screenplay for its surprisingly
good script. "Hell or High
Water" is available now on
VOD and DVD.
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A not-so-unfortunate
TV series
r

Netflix's adaptation of Snicket's work exceeds expectations
Joseph Messier, Contributor
Guys. GUYS. This
series. Specifically, ''A Series
of Unfortunate Events," is
super good. I read the books
a while ago, and they were
great. There's thirteen of
them and they're reasonably
thick, so you won't have a
lack of reading material. But
the new series out on Netflix
1s amazing. Seriously, go
watch it.
As
with
most
things, the books are always
better than the movies.
Not by much in this case,
but still better. ''A Series
of Unfortunate Events" is,
appropriately, 13 books
long. You know, the whole
"13 is an unlucky number"
thing. But anyway, this
series follows the three
Baudelaire siblings, Violet,
Klaus and baby Sunny,
orphaned and homeless
because of a mysterious fire
at their home. Each book

logs their misadventures
being passed around from
guardian after guardian. At
the same time, they must
avoid the sinister Count Olaf
(played amazingly by Neil
Patrick Harris), who will
do anything and everything
within his power as an actor
to get his hands on their
fortune. The books are great
on their own, but I kind of
have to compare them to
their TV counterparts in this
case. The books are much
darker, with less humor.
They focus almost entirely
on the children with little
mention of any other side
plots. Choosing to exclude
anything other than the
children's perspective adds
a little more mystery to the
whole plot. You only know
what the children know, so
you have to figure out what's
going on only when they do.
So maybe you don't

have enough time to sit down
and binge-read 13 books, but
you do have enough energy
to flop down eagle-spread
and sneak in a 45-minute
episode every now and
then. I get it. And I respect
that choice. This series is
definitely one worth seeing.
One of the bigger problems
with
book-to-television
adaptations is that they
change things. Sometimes
it can't be helped, like if
a character is thinking to
themselves. Other occasions,
the director just doesn't like
how it was written in the
book. Not here, though.
The effort and detail that
the director went into when
fllming the TV adaptation
of "Unfortunate Events"
is mind-blowing. Every
little element in the books
is referenced, if not found
in, the show. One of the
defining parts of the books

is how every now and then,
the author, Lemony Snicker,
will diverge from the normal
story and give a little aside
in the form of a paragraph
or two to explain the story,
himself, or give some
background
information
about something he thinks
the reader should know.
In the Netflix series, they
actually
got
Lemony
Snicker (played by Patrick
Warburton, the guy who
voiced Kronk) to simply kind
appear in the background
in between dialogues and
give these little asides. It is
implemented beautifully and
fits in wonderfully with the
progression of the story.
The
one
major
thing about the Netflix
series that is different from
the books is the amount
of humor. There was some
humor in the books, but it
was mostly centered around

wordplay.
The
humor
presented in the show is given
more through the dialogue.
There are more jokes overall,
but they still center mainly
around plays on words.
The way they are delivered
seems almost ironic, though.
The characters do not
laugh and sometimes do
not even acknowledge their
cleverness. This serves to
make the laughable moment
even more enjoyable. Finally,
let's discuss the songs of the
series. The title song that
plays before each episode
interesting and different
from a normal episode
opener because with each
successive episode, the words
of the song change a little to
reflect the happenings of the
previous episode. It almost
serves as a way to keep up
with what has happened
if the viewer does not
remember what is going on.

Also, the episodes are split up
in a way that they represent
half of a book. Currently
there are only eight episodes
available as the first "season,"
so technically you can only
watch one third of the entire
series. However, the way
that they concluded the first
series was also unique. All
the main characters were
depicted doing whatever
they had been at the end of
the episode. However, all
the characters began to sing
a song that pretty much
represented everything that
had happened so far. Some
sang happily, Count Olaf
sang while smirking, and the
orphans sang while appearing
to be on the verge of tears.
Because of the conflicting
emotions, there was no clear
overall mood. The entire
series can be described in
the same way as the song:
delightfully dismal.

LEMONY SNlCKET'S

A S E RIE S OF
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TDIIE IMPOSSIBLE (POP CULTURE) QUIZ
Questions by Saavon S1nalls~ Editor-in-Chief
7. "Steven Universe'' will be kicking off this
week with me new episodes. Which one
of following characters is currently in the
Crystal Gems?

4. #TGIT is back! But which of the three

1. Which of the following is NOT a swatch
from Kylie Jenner's Valentine's Day-themed
lip kit?

Shondaland shows does Shonda Rhimes
NOT write forl
a. "Greys' Anatomy"

a. "Head Over Heels"
b. "Be M'me"
c. "Valentine"

b. "Scandal"

a. Garnet
b. Jasper
c. Bismuth

c. "How to Get Away with Murder"

2. "Riverdale" is CW's newest show based

5. What~ the name ofMigos' new album?
8. "Survivor" will soon be premiering its
34th season, "Gatne Changers," featuring
returning players. Which of these players is
the only player to have ever won twice?

on wbatcomics?
a. "Cultivation''
b. "Culture"
c. "Civilization"

a. ''Archie"
b. "Doonesbury
c. "Blondie"

6. Octavia Spencer is Oscar-nominated
for Best Supporting Actress in "Hidden
F~." Spencer previouslywon this award

3. What former Disney star got arrested for
an alleged assault during their planned four
year anti-Trump protest?

for "The Help" as what character?

a. Raviv Ulman
b. Orlando Brown
c. Shia La.Beouf

I

a. Cirie Fields
b. Sandra Diaz-Twine
c. Caleb Reynolds

a. Aibileen
c. Minnie

he
Tiger
sta
er:
1.C
eat T
. l
Allison ~nie
2.A
Sports Jd,itor
3.C
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a. Childish Gambino
b. KidCudi
c. Drake

11. BuzzFeed recently did an interview:
with TdTany Richardson of'~ " / '
WERE AU, ROOTING FOR YOU!""tiun
What season of'~ " was she on?

11. B

I

--

10. Which of these rappers were born o
Jan. 30?

ID.

I

.,_

b. Take
c. Catch

9.C

4.A

......

a. Meet

a. Cycle 2
b. Cycle4
c. Cycle7
d. Cycle 9

b.Hilly

--- -

9, Fill in the blank: " - me ous-side, how.
'bout dah?"

._

• -

. ...

•-

-- ~ - - -- -

..

.._

.._

...

..._

.._

,_
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Covert gems: Greenville
Photo and story by Darby Werner, Contnbutor
It's
Saturday
and
you need a quick road trip
adventure.
Downtown
Greenville is the perfect get
away because it is an easy 37
minute drive from Clemson.
What is so amazing about this
city is it's unique atmosphere
and the variety of fun things
to do. So, if you are looking
for a day of authentic coffee
shops, spectacular art, and
hidden book stores, here are
some of Greenville's must do's.
Every
good
adventure starts with a
great cup of coffee. Luckily,
Greenville has more coffee
shops than Clemson students
have parking tickets. Although
there are plenty to choose
from, the two that you must
visit are Coffee Underground
and Methodical Coffee.
C o f f e e
Underground 1s a pretty
well known coffee shop,
especially for college students.
It 1s perfectly located on
East Coffee Street, but be
careful, you just might walk

past it as this hidden shop is
truly located underground.
The lights are dim, and the
vibes are mellow. Coffee
Underground has something
for everyone, so whether you
want strong black coffee or a
typical white girl complicated
order, they can do it. Two
things that separate this
particular coffee shop from
the rest are the food and
· "un
derground teater.
h"
the1r
Unlike most coffee shops,
you can order big portions
of food from their extensive
menu.
Their
breakfast
foods are phenomenal. The ·
underground theater is also
inside of the hidden coffee
shop. In the evenings they
host improv shows, poetry
slams and open mic nights.
If you're looking for a trendy
place to start your trip, this is
a great option.
Methodical
Coffee is the other must
do. This coffee shop is my
personal favorite, with a very
different feel than Coffee

Underground. The shop is
much smaller but extremely
bright. The walls are white
and everything feels fresh. The
menu is very specific, offering:
pour over coffee, drip coffee,
some teas and espressos. The
employees are incredibly
friendly,
the atmosphere
extremely enjoyable and coffee
- outstanding. In this special
place, it is as though centuries
collide. The coffee is served in
Chinese art patterned mugs
and the walls are decorated
in historical artwork, but it
is all combined to make one
modern coffee shop. The best
part about this individual
shop is the background
music, which is actually being
played by a record player.
Every once in a while you
see the employees changing
it to their favorite vinyl. The
authenticity and simplicity of
this special coffee shop is not
an experience to miss out on.
If you enjoy art,
Greenville has some extremely
talented artists. Take a stroll

-

Greenville.
down river street ~d explore downtown
some of the local art galleries The first being M. Judson
all sitting next to each other, Booksellers & Storytellers.
just feet away from the · This store is in a beautiful,
river. Even if art is not your historical looking building
specialty, you must visit Mark on South Main Street which
Mullingar's gallery. Not only (quite honestly) looks nothing
is his artwork remarkable, but like a book store from the
the artist himself is special. outside. Although this store
Mark loves to talk to the people does have books for sale, the
who come in to his gallery. He little bakery inside and their
describes his art work to be hodge-podge of items, are
in the poetic representation what sets this place apart from
genre. What really stuck out most book stores.
to me was that he explained
There
are
mugs,
how every piece of art has jewelry, journals, photobooks,
some kind of story behind it cook books and more, make
before it is ever created. Mark for the most original gift. It
Mulflnger was able to explain also has a large room in the
his thought process and story back for all readers to use as
behind each of his individual their personal reading nook.
pieces with so much passion The whole store is roomy and
and enthusiasm. He's the kind bright, as though the room
of old soul who one would itselfwas begging you to come
benefit from just by asking and explore all it has to offer.
questions and listening to him
The
second
book
speak. This is not a gallery you store is called Joe's Place. Joe's
Place drags you in to its own
want to idly pass by.
There
are
two little world when you step
spectaculars,
hidden through the front door and
book stores nesting inside the smell of book pages hits

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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you in the face. Its cozy and
covered from top to bottom
with books of all kinds. I
loved the fact that I could find
my favorite Harry Potter book
and two minutes later, find
an antique looking Complete
Sherlock Holmes collection
by A. Connon Doyle. Joe's
place is known for having a
bar area with delicious food
and beverages. They host
game nights, murder mystery
nights, book dubs, wine classes
and open mic nights. The best
part about this book store is it
is truly a hidden treasure. The
manager said that most of the
local people don't even know
about Joe's Place. It is mostly
a destination store visited by
tourists from out of town. So
why not enjoy some food and
fine literature in a hole in the
wall book store?
Coffee,
art
and
books are just a small taste of
all Greenville has to offer. Do
yourself a favor and take a trip
to this flourishing city - you
won't regret it.
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HOROSCOPES:
AQUARIUS

•

-

Jan. 20 - Feb. 19

Across

15

M

l - Action word;
5 - Pale;
9 - Constellation components;
14 - Would_ to you?;
15 - Plumlike fruit;
16- Waverdated;
17 - St. Petersburg's river;
18-Damon of"Good Will
Hunting";
19 -Act badly;
20 - Stuff oneself;
22-Rude;
24 - Rollcall response;
25 - African antelopes;
26- _rasa;
. 29 -Artificial waterway;
31 -Saying;
32 -Auctioneer's cry;
33 - Queue after Q;
36 - Apply lightly;
37 - Dowmoearth type;
40 - DDE's command;
4 l - Doc bloc;
42 - Get in a hand;
43 - Birdlike;
45 - Female horses;
47 - In_ (sort of);
48 - Obliquely;
5 l - Concordes;
52 - Dexterity;
54 - Inspiring awe;
58 - Move obliquely;
59 - 160 square rods;
61 - Steven Chu's cabinet dept.;
62 - Gardener's tool;
63 - Opaque gemstone;
64 - _ majeste;
65 - Prophets;
66 - Political satirist Mort;

·,,"/;, PISCES
(l
~ Feb. 20 - March 20

:ro

ARIES
March 21 -April 20

8TAUBUS

.••>
•

Y,i,v
.1\.)\

,
~
! ...• ,

6a

' ..
\

""'54._i--,,..,..,.,.,_-,_........

C"

..,61......i.--+-

►

Be ambitious like Kody.

►

Be bubbly like Colin.

~--

'i:t,,,~,

f

J·)",~~

..............

-~--'-----~~~

13- Luges;
21 - Conger catcher;
23 - Makes a loan;
26 - And here it is!;
27 - According to the Bible, he
was the first man;
28 - Ali _ _ & the 40 thieves;
29 - Young male horses;
30 - I cannot tell __;
32 - Having all one's marbles;
33 - Harness part;
34 - RR stops;
35 - Color quality;
38 - 71 o/o is under water;
39 - Sensation provided by buds
on the tongue;

44- Ships;
45 - Protective envelope;
46 - Enrages;
47-Too;
48 - Beasts ofburden;
49 - Slip;
50 - Flat shelf,
51 - Mother ofIsaac;
53 -Town near Santa Fe;
55 - Washington bills;
56 - Untidy condition;
57 - "_Tu" ('?Os hit);
60 - No. cruncher;

► Be genuine like Allison.

Be vocal like Parker.

May21-June21

►

CANCER

► Be intelligent like Daniel.

f

June 22 - July 22

I

I

~

l - Chianti, e.g.;
2 - Mtn. stat;
3 - Tear apart;
4 - Tight embrace;
5'- Capital of Eritrea;
6 - Roofing stone;
7 -Spicy;
8 - Abominable snowman;
9 - _ by Starlight;
l O- Kettledrum;
· 11 - Decorate;
12 - Llke most movies;

Be a leader like Saavon.

April 21 - May 20

ti-GEMINI

Down

►

,;I/

11

67 - Flat sound;

TheTigerStaffEdition

fi

LEO

"'

Ill

Be determined like Cole.

►

Be kind like Kim.

►

Be creative like Caroline.

►

Be a part ofour family at The Tiger.

►

Be a writer and express yourself.

July 23 - Aug. 23
'\,_

~

VIRGO
Aug. 24 - Sept. 22

~UBRA
Sept. 23 ~

►

~

~
~=~~=:::
~

·--

Oct. 23

SCORPIO
Oct. 24 - Nov. 21

t "

~
{

SAGITrARIUS
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

~Jr CAPIIICOIUI
Dec. 22 - Jan. 19

► Be you.

Horoscopes by: Saavon Smalls and Myra Hutto / Editor-in-Chief and Contributor
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